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Francophonia is ...
A reknown training centre

Francophonia.com +33 4 93 16 02 44 @portaildelafrancophonie @francophonia1contact@francophonia.com

Francophonia is first the combination of four themes, four convistions where pedagogy
meets innovation and interculturality and where solidarity gives a meaning to who we
are and to the values we transmit.

Francophonia is one of the world leaders regarding courses for French teachers and
welcomes thousands of participants per year, including students

Numerous partners trust us, such as the Ministry of the Saxe region, the Austrian
rectorate, the French Teachers International Federation (FIPF), the City of
Nice,...Moreover, Francophonia is partnered with 70 associations for French teachers
throughout the world.

Francophonia is commited to music culture :

Programmes for music teachers
Programmes for music schools headmasters
Organisation of a world orchestra each year

https://www.francophonia.com/
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When music meets learning
The music Academy programme

Discover our music Academy, where music art and cultural wealth merge. AT the heart of the
unique experience, French and music classes will lead you to find out more about the French
music learning in France.

Along with the director of the conservatory of Nice, explore a new adventure with Francophonia,
including accomodation in host families, and privileged exchanges with teachers and students
from all over the world.

Programme Modalities

French classes to help you immerse in the context of music learning in France.

Exchanges with teachers and students from France and abroad.

Music classes and workshops with the best teachers directly selected by the conservatory
of Nice.

A final concert to put into practice and demonstrate the acquired skills.

Accomodation in host families for a more immersive experience into the French culture..

https://www.francophonia.com/
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Key references
Our music teachers

Through our Music Academy program, we have the privilege of collaborating with two prestigious institutions, the Graz
Conservatory and the Nice Conservatory, whose renowned expertise resonates throughout the world of music. Their
collaboration enriches our music course offering by providing students with an exceptional learning experience, infused with
their renowned expertise.

Born in 1964, he studied music at the Nagtional Conservatory of Rouen and then at the Superior National
COnservatory of Paris specializing in flute, analysis and harmony. Holder of various music school director
certificates, he has directed several public music schools in France. He currently holds the position of director of
the Nice Regional Conservatory.

Thierry MULLER

Pascale GUIDOT PONSIN
She began her musical studies at the Regional Conservatory in Nancy (CRR) then was unanimously admitted in 1991
to the CNSM in Paris in Alain Marion's class. Holder of the Certificate of Aptitude, she has taught at the CRR of Nice
since 1995, she plays regularly with the Nice Philharmonic Orchestra and as a soloist or chamber musician in
different groups in France and abroad. Since 2018, she has taught transverse flute at the Rainier 3 Academy in
Monaco.

Raminta NEVERDAUSKAITÉ
She is a renowned pianist, winner of the Grand Prix of the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow. She has played with
prestigious orchestras and taught in several institutions, notably in Lithuania and France. Since 2018, she has been a
professor at the Draguignan Conservatory and a guest at the University of Kaunas. She organizes cultural events and
makes recordings for different radio and television channels.

Nathalie LEBRUN
After studying piano, harp, harpsichord, music history, writing at the C.N.R. in Marseille and a degree in musicology,
Nathalie Lebrun was admitted to the C.N.S.M. of Paris where she unanimously won a First Prize in harp, in the class of
Gérard Devos. Holder of the Certificate of Aptitude for Teaching, she began her career in the Paris region and in
Chartres then was appointed professor at the C.N.R.R in Nice in 1994.

https://www.francophonia.com/


Excursion Monaco
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Typical Week
The themes of the educational activities and the schedule may vary
depending on your formula and certain modalities
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Sunday Monday TueSday Wednesday thursdayi

Treasure hunt and
discovery of Nice

9h-12h

14h-17h

Music class

Restaurant universitaire

10h-15h

Music class Music class

14h-17h 14h-17h

Breakfast in host families

French class

9h-10h30
French class French class

9h-10h30 9h-10h30

10h30-12h 10h30-12h 10h30-12h
Music rehearsal in

autonomy
Music rehearsal in

autonomy
Music rehearsal in

autonomy

Arrival : Satuday evening
Departure : Friday morning

Class with Thiery Muller

Final concert

14h-15h

15h-16h

Dinner in host families

https://www.francophonia.com/


"Music is another language that softens hearts and
creates bridges between cultures. With the Graz
Conservatory and the Nice Regional Conservatory,
Francophonia has had unforgettable experiences where
young European talents have come to train, create and
share” “The first International Music Academy in Nice was

an incredible and enriching experience for young
music students from Austria. During workshops and
masterclasses, they were able to improve their
artistic skills, learn from some of the best teachers
at the Nice Conservatory and showcase their talent
in a magnificent final concert. Combined with
cultural excursions in Nice and its surroundings, we
spent a wonderful week together filled with music,
motivation, friendships, exchanges and memorable
moments. THANKS !"
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Discover testimonies from our participants
Few testimonies

“It was an incredible journey, during which I learned a
lot, found many new friends and was able to develop
musically. This trip will always remain in my memory
and if I ever had the opportunity to participate in such
a project again, I know that I would take this
opportunity without hesitation.”

Irina Vaterl
Teacher at the
conservatory of Graz

Klara Schulze
Etudiante du
conservatory of Graz

Yann Librati
Director of Francophonia

The first edition of the Music Academy program took place
in October 2023, and was a real success.

https://www.francophonia.com/


La Côte d’Azur, Open air classes...

Nice, Cannes, Monaco, come and discover legendary destinations, to train in an
exceptional place whose colors have inspired the greatest painters

Mythical places that we will introduce you to during visits and excursions
punctuated with cultural and culinary discoveries, exchanges, moments of
sharing and relaxation.

Your stay will be punctuated by exchanges and moments of conviviality
around intercultural evenings and galas.

A unique experience in the French Riviera

Francophonia.com +33 4 93 16 02 44 @portaildelafrancophonie @francophonia1contact@francophonia.com

https://www.francophonia.com/


Prestations

✔

✔

6 nights - 7days

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Offers

French classes

Music classes

Accomodation in student residence

or host families (shared rooms)

Full board (breakfast,lunch, dinner)

Visit of the old town of Nice 

Excursion to Monaco

Activity and Discovery Catalog

French Riviera

Offers
Only avalable during specific periods

Price to confirm for each stay✔

✔

800€
per student 

Music Academy
(26/10 to 01/11)

Minimum 15 students

I subscribe

https://www.francophonia.com/
https://www.francophonia.com/formulaire-carnaval-2024/



